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At this time, the MHA & CTO Provincial Team is reviewing, reworking, and updating all Mental Health Act & Community Treatment Order information and resources to include the recent and upcoming amendments to the Mental Health Act.

MHA Amendments

- Bill 22: Reform of Agencies, Boards, Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 received Royal Accent on November 22, 2019. These amendments directly affected the experience of a person on a CTO for Review Panel hearings.

- Bill 17: Mental Health Amendment Act received Royal Assent June 26, 2020; limited amendments came into effect on this date. AHS Insite and external website resources are currently being reviewed, in anticipation of a fall Proclamation date, yet to be determined.

Contact Information

- For non-urgent and general questions regarding MHA & CTO Legislation, please email mhaandcto.enquiries@ahs.ca

- For urgent clinical questions, please contact the Health Law, legal.clinical@ahs.ca or the Health Professional Strategy and Practice team at practice.consulation@ahs.ca